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Don’t Worry, Hillary Clinton “Will Power Through”.
US Media Catchword Narrative on Pneumonia
Diagnosis

By Washington Free Beacon
Global Research, September 15, 2016
Washington Free Beacon

Region: USA
In-depth Report: U.S. Elections

The Hillary Clinton campaign has a talking point. “Will Power Through”. 

The Narrative is repeated in chorus. 

No analysis  of  the political  consequences of  Hillary’s  pneumonia  is  put  forth.  None is
required…

Absurdity of the mainstream media. Predetermined catch phrase repeated  ad nauseam  

“Campaign manager Robby Mook and spokespeople Brian Fallon and Kristina Schake all
repeated the talking point ad nauseam in their cable appearances on Monday. The
media picked it up as well, with reporters on CNN and MSNBC using the phrase to
describe how Hillary Clinton bravely reacted to a pneumonia diagnosis on Friday.”

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research Editor, September 15, 2016
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